
Subject: Vehicles and Noobs
Posted by Commander A9 on Sat, 14 Jun 2003 13:10:22 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

This has been bugging me for the longest time. Why is it that whenever a player kills another and
steals his vehicle that he is immediately called a noob? It baffles me to know that the moron who
stepped out to fix up his Rocket Truck and expose himself to enemy fire or is not careful enough
to prevent his vehicle from being captured by the enemy has the balls to call the victor a noob!

Example: Canyon Map. I'm on Nod. 3 on 3 game. I make it into the GDI base as a Nod grunt,
plant my timer on the MCT to the Weapons Factory, and am about to leave when I see a Rocket
Truck looking right at me. So I fire on it and duck back into the factory when it looks at me. I pop
out and see that this idiot engineer gets out and is fixing it up. So I fire on him, he jumps in, I duck
back. I get out, he's doing it again! So I run up, steal the Rocket Truck, and run him over.

He calls me a noob, so I blow the Factory, the Tiberium Refinery, and damage the Barracks. Now
wouldn't the noob be the idiot who let his vehicle get taken?

Another Example: Field Map. I'm Raveshaw. I spot Hotwire fixing a Mammoth Tank just by the
waterfall, so I sniper her and steal the tank. Am I a noob now? Seems to me that the same
situation applies.

Overall, why call the man who managed to steal your vehicle out of your own stupidity a noob,
only to have that guy run you over and take out half your base?
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